




Announcing a service to socialists 

THE NEWSLETTER 
1 , Seymour Terrace, 

London, 
S.E.20. 

April 1957. 
DEAR FRIEND, 
On May 10 I am publishing the first issue of a weekly newsletter that will contain 
news and documents of interest to socialists. 
The Newsletter will not be a journal of opinion. It will not be a forum. lt will not 
provide a platform for any one group or organisation. 
Its main concern will be NEWS – and primarily news which the Daily 'Worker and 
the capitalist Press alike, for their various reasons, distort or mutilate or suppress 
altogether. 
A host of topics have lately been engaging our attention:  
The continuing crisis inside the Communist Parties of Britain, the USA and other 
countries;  
The rapid growth of the socialist forum movement in which communists: ex-
communists and others are coming together to discuss the advance to socialism) 
The apparent 're-Stalinization' process in Russia and Eastern Europe; 
The fate of Harich, Hay, Dery and other victims of Stalinism; 
The rise of the mass movement in Britain. 
There is a real thirst for information among socialists. In recent months they have 
all too often stayed thirsty. 
All too often the facts have either had to be dug out of the foreign Press; or are 
published in British papers after a considerable timelag. and then only in part; or 
simply are not published at all. 
This is where a service such as I aim to provide will be useful, especially for the 
majority who lack time or opportunity to dig for the facts themselves. 
I will do the digging and put what I find into the hands of subscribers to The 
Newsletter. 
Already I have built up a team of helpers who will comb the newspapers and other 
publications of Russia, Poland, Hungary, France, the USA and other countries. 



But The Newsletter will not be merely a digest of the foreign Press. It will have its 
own regular correspondents in New York, Paris, Rome, Munich, Cairo and Tokyo, 
from whom well-informed and authoritative articles will be received. 
It will have a correspondent in the Lobby of the House of Commons. 
It will keep subscribers in close touch with the discussions and decisions of the 
Labour Party and Communist Party Executives and of the TUC General Council. 
Accurate and lively industrial reporting will complement accurate and lively 
political reporting. 
Accurate – because The Newsletter will make a decisive break with the bad old 
practice of tampering with disagreeable facts. 
Another frequent and important feature will be news from the Colonies. 
At first The Newsletter will normally consist of four printed pages, containing 
approximately 5,000 words. When important documents are run, extensively or in 
full, there will be six or eight pages. 
The Newsletter will be posted to reach subscribers on Friday mornings. 
The subscription of ten shillings for 12 issues post free includes a quarterly index 
which will help subscribers to make the best use of this service. 
If you agree that The Newsletter will fill a necessary gap you can help, not only by 
taking out a subscription (see form below) but also by: 1) Suggesting the names 
and addresses of others who might wish to subscribe; 2) Acting as a local 
correspondent; 3) Sending in comments and criticisms. 
There is yet another way in which you can help. The subscription is rather less than 
the absolute minimum on which it is possible to produce a newsletter of reasonably 
attractive appearance. 
The income from subscriptions will have supplemented by donations and 
guarantees. 
I am not opening a fighting Fund with astronomical targets and a furious monthly 
crescendo of appeals. 
But you can be certain that any donation or regular guarantee you can spare will be 
used to perform, honestly and efficiently the elementary task of socialist 
journalism: finding out the truth irrespective of pre- conceptions and of any 'line' – 
and presenting the facts to the readers. 
Yours sincerely, 
PETER FRYER 
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As was made clear in the circular announcing its publication, THE NEWSLETTER has no sectional 
axe to grind. Its main purpose is to provide socialists with news and documents which they will not 
find adequately treated elsewhere. It is addressed in the first instance to what a speaker at the Wortley 
Hall conference of the Socialist Forum movement called 'anti-Stalinist Marxists' that is to say, those 
who have left the Communist Party since the Twentieth Congress of the CPSU; the oppositionists who 
are remaining inside that party to fight; and the large number of socialists inside and outside the 
Labour Party who have many fundamental aims in common with these Marxists. 

This first issue gives particular prominence to two things: the situation in the Communist Party since 
its recent Congress, and the Wortley Hall conference. It does so because the decisions that communists 
are taking in these first few post-Congress weeks, and the deliberations of such gatherings as Wortley 
Hall, are shaping the future of the Marxist movement in Britain for years to come. 

THE NEWSLETTER has no intention of becoming obsessed by the crisis within the Communist 
Party, now deeper than ever. But the resignation of such a lifelong militant as Don Renton is 
immensely important. Here is the answer to the sneers about 'spineless intellectuals' who have 'lost 
their nerve'. Renton is a man of exemplary courage, zeal and devotion to principle. What have Gollan 
and Pollitt to say to this man who has walked out of the party in disgust, not because he has ceased to 
be a communist, but because he remains a communist? Renton has quit because the leadership evaded 
and will continue to evade all the questions of principle which the Congress ought to have faced. As 
long as these leaders continue with the old methods and policies those who are true to principle, true to 
their life-work, true to their records of service to the working-class movement, will stream out of the 
party. This is the lesson that Congress report-back meetings all over the country are driving home. 

The question arises: what are the ex-members to do? lt is not THE NEWLETTER'S job to answer this 
question for them. But as well as reporting what they are in fact doing,   our columns are open to an 
exchange of views. Can a genuine communist movement be built in Britain? What part have the 
Forums, these arenas of lively controversy, to play? Should we join the Labour Party? Or should we 
set up something new'? These are the questions that readers and readers-to-be are discussing. Their 
letters will be welcome 

WHY I LEFT THE COMMUNIST PARTY 
by Don Renton 

(who was described by Harry Pollitt in 1954 as 'a fine example to all of us by his 
devotion to the cause of communism' and by Wal Hannington as 'a fearless fighter for the 
working class and a most sincere and loyal member of our party'.) 

SIX MONTHS before the Khrushchev revelations at the Twentieth Congress I raised the issue of the 
absence ot collective leadership in the CPSU at a meeting of the Scottish secretariat. 



I argued that the CPSU could not be all we had cracked it up to be if Krushchev's account of how the 
breach with Yugoslavia took place was true. 

I challenged the trials in Eastern Europe. declaring that Khrushchev's account of Beria's activities brought 
under sus-   picion the 'evidence' under which Communists were persecuted Latcr Rajk, Kostov, Gomulka 
and others were 'rehabilitated'. 

No discussion took place in the party. I came to the conclusion that our party leaders knew what had been 
going on both in the USSR and Eastern Europe but deliberately concealed the facts from the membership. 

At the recent party congress I was shown letters from Pat Dooley about Czechoslovakia. written several 
years ago. In both this case and that of Dr. Edith Bone I am convinced that the party Centre knew what was 
happening but they refused to act  

They say they were shocked by Krushchev's revelations. I believe them. They were shocked that 
Krushchev let the cat out of the bag – but that the cat had been kept in the bag did not concern them.  
I remain loyal to the principles which brought me into the party I cannot be 'loyal' to leaders who have 
abandoned those principles. 

Den Renton's career Don Renton joined the Labour Party when he was fourteen and the Communist Party 
whan he was seventeen - 28 years ago. He served in the British Battalion of the International Brigade. was 
wounded at Jarama and spent months in Franco's prisons, Sentenced to 30 years- imprisonment. he was 
rescued by an exchange of prisoners. 

'Spain,' he says. 'was only an incident, and a brief one, in my career, with nothing heroic about it. Other and 
better comrades died in the hands of the fascists, and what is worse in the hands of brother communists in 
the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.' 

In London in the late thirties Renton took part with J. B. S. Haldane in dangerous breathing-apparatus tests 
after the   Thetis disaster. and worked untiringly as a leader of the unemployed. With them he took part in 
lie-down demonstrations(continued on page two) 

NEXT WEEK'S NEWSLETTER . . 
. . . will contain the first instalments of two important series:  

Talks with Soviet Leaders on the Jewish Question by J. B. Salsberg. These famous articles, now to appear 
for the first time in any British publication, have been specially translated from the Yiddish for The 
Newsletter. 

The Last Two Years in Poland by Slanislaw Kowalski, our Warsaw correspondent. Kowalski is a young 
Polish journalist who has been in the thick of the struggle for democratization
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